Business Continuity Plan (BCP)

BCP toolkit for emergency like COVID19
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Disclaimer: This presentation advocates a need of development of a business
continuity plan (BCP) as part of preparedness or readiness/response plan for an
emergency like COVID19 or any other emergencies, where the response may
compromise the delivery of essential and critical functions for all sectors.
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Outline
 Difference between contingency plan and business continuity plan (BCP)
 Impacts of COVID19 (socio-economic and others)
 Potential impacts health and non –health sectors

 Rationale for BCP
 BCP planning
 Lack of preparedness: Examples
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Some reference publication
 Is there a BCP for
emergencies like an Ebola
outbreak or other
pandemics
 Published recently in
Journal of Business
Continuity & Emergency
Planning (Henry Stewart
Publication)
Source:
http://www.henrystewartpublications.com/journ
als/journal-business-continuity-emergencyplanning/sample-article/there-businesscontinuity
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Difference between CP and BCP
A Business Continuity Plan

A Contingency Plan
Protects life safety in the event of
an incident and is geographically
based, meaning that your office’s
plan should be specific to its
location. In other words, what will
you do in case of an immediate
emergency- where will you go, what
should go with you, how will you
account for everyone, etc.

Protects the job that you do, and
should outline how you will
continue to do essential tasks in
the event of an incident that may
affect operations. For example,
how will you provide the
immunization if their health care
workers are sick? Or how will you
do your job if you can’t use your
office space for a week.

BCP is part of CP
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COVID-19

Socio-economic impact

EVD
outbreak
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Potential impact on COVID-19 outbreak
 Projections estimate $200 billion to one trillion USD losses
 Deaths, absenteeism and attempts to avoid infection have consequences
for supply and demand side of economy
– Labor markets close, markets close, utilities unreliable, telecoms break,
cash in short supply
– Mining and production reduces
– Travel and tourism declines

 Threats to ‘Rule of Law and Security’
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Potential consequences on health sector
Deaths/ Illnesses

Quarantine

Absenteeism
Care

Fear

Decreased Supply

Increased Demand

Reduced services

Care of COVID19
Potential consequences
on health sector

Disrupted
transportation and
services

Water & sanitation
Communication
Banking services

Cross sectoral
activities

Mortuary & burial
Electricity/power
Routine health care
Breakdown of health services
•
•
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Changed demands
Lack of BCP

Security
Logistics

Potential consequences on non-health sectors
Deaths/ Illnesses

Quarantine

Absenteeism
Care

Fear

Increased Demand
Logistic support

Decreased Supply
Reduced production

Decreased Demand

Water & sanitation

Disrupted
transportation

Retail trade

Communication
Banking services

Trade of
commodities

Transportation
Leisure travel

Mortuary & burial

Gastronomy

Electricity/power

Cross sectoral
interdependencies

Health Care
Security
Breakdown of Services
Economic and social disruption
•
•
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Changed demands
Lack of BCP

Categories of risk
Livelihoods

Other risk and impact
• Food and income loss from loss of mining
and production and other source of
incomes

Human health

• High illness & potentially higher death rates
• Overstretched health facilities, supplies export restriction
• Disproportionate impact on vulnerable

Governance &
security

• Increased demand for governance & security
• Higher public anxiety (information disorder syndrome)
• Reduced capacity due to fear, illness & death

Social &
humanitarian needs

Economic systems
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• Deterioration of coping & support mechanisms
• Interruption in public services
• Quarantine policies
• Trade, travel & commerce disruptions
• Degraded labour force
• Interruption of regular supply systems

Rationale for BCP
 During emergency like this entire sectors are affected by absenteeism
–
–
–
–

Sickness (quarantine)
Deaths
Fear
Care of sick members

 Recent impact
– Over stretched health workforce, supply chain
– Closure of education institutions and business houses
– Suspension of export of PPEs, drug ingredients
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Rationale for BCP – Absenteeism
 Self-employed and wage workers have
been the hardest hit, travel and tourism
industries in a brink of collapse
 Food insecurity can worsen, especially
for the poorest, due to rising rice prices,
falling incomes, and transportation
restrictions
 Factories, schools, mass events shut
down
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Rationale for BCP…Contd
 Impacts are
– No money available and many households may reduce the number of meals
taken and restrict adult consumption in order to feed their small children.
– Negative economic effects in all communities due to mandated closures to
contain the outbreak, irrespective of areas infected
– Many of wage employment have either been asked to stay at home or have
lost their positions entirely.
– Others like small scale traders – loss their business due to market closure,
customer reserving their spending etc.
– The impact will be high in these groups, who don’t receive salaries from public
sectors.
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Impacts on health sectors
– Immunization rates can drop with the loss of health care workers and reluctance of

the population to visit health facilities.
– The scarcity of PPEs and closure of exports.
– The disease control effort can be impacted and likely to linger long after the
outbreak ends and achievements are at stake
– Patients who need lifesaving emergency surgeries like appendectomy, C-sections
and others are at risk due to limitation of surgical capacity.
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Impacts on agriculture sector
 Food security could be a major challenge – leading to an impact on nutrition,
productivity and development
 A loss of agricultural labor could cause farmers to switch to less-labor intensive crops.

 Affect food and cash crops production ultimately slowing down the volume of trade
between countries.
 Loss of GDP
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Impacts on education sector
 Millions of children are already out of school
 Affecting the supply of experienced teachers in schools owing to illness
or death.
 Children may be forced to drop out of school due to death, the inability
of parents to pay schools fees and reduced household incomes.
 Many of the children may land upon child labor due to poverty
 Governments have also closed some schools
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Impact on livelihood and small enterprises
 Impact in prices – reducing people’s purchasing power and increasing
their vulnerability
 The knock-on-effect of COVID19
on livelihood is complex
–
–
–
–
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From loss of Jobs
Rising under-employment
Low productivity
Reduced incomes

Impact in enterprises and livelihoods
 Income-generating opportunities are being eliminated, particularly in
export-oriented sectors
– Loan repayment is almost impossible
– Local business holders depleted
– Impinging on livelihoods and incomes
• Lockdown activities
• Closure of markets and
• Quarantine activities
– Brunt of livelihood losses is felt by people in vulnerable employment
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The Impact ….in nutshell…as of now
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Vicious Cycle
Deaths/ Illnesses

Quarantine

Absenteeism
Care

Fear
Shortage of
workforce

Lead to

Fall in GDP

Reduced production

Trade of commodities

Breakdown of Services

Cross sectoral interdependencies

Economic and social
disruption
•
•
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Higher fiscal deficits
Rising prices

Disrupted transportation
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Impact

Changed demands
Lack of BCP

Lower real household incomes and
Greater poverty

Rationale for BCP
 In the absence of BCP may lead to:
– Disruption of essential health services like immunization, maternal and child health
care;
– Impact on small enterprises and livelihoods
– Disruption of agriculture and production sectors

 Inability to provide these services not only impact the health of people but
also impact on the overall development of the country,
– Can compromise achievements made so far;
– Other goals of sustainable development and
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Plan and planning
 Plans alone are nothing; planning is everything.
 Vital element is to involve stakeholders in the planning process and
identify their roles and responsibilities
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Business continuity planning – COVID-19
(Organizations, facilities, departments)
Step 1

Step 7
Review, test the plan and
revise

Compare to the
“preparedness checklist”

Step 5
Documentation for each
essential service/function
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Step 2
Business impact analysis
(Identifying essential
services/functions)

Maintain
essential services

Step 6
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Governance and leadership
and establishment of BCP
Committee

Business
Continuity

Step 3
Identifying required skills sets and
staff allocation and reallocation.

Step 4
Identifying relevant issues and/or
implications for implementation

Step 1: Governance and leadership:
Establishment of BCP committee
 Agency/institute’ senior management team is responsible for overseeing
the BCP process.
– Having policy by determining how the agency/institute will manage and control
the COVID19 outbreak and its risk
– Resourcing qualified personals and sufficient resources to apply BCP.
– Ensure the BCP is tested and reviewed; staff are trained and are aware of their
roles and responsibilities.
– Monitor and evaluate the application of BCP and make adjustment accordingly
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Step 2: Business impact analysis
(Identifying essential services/functions)

 Business impact analysis: The process lead to identifying and
prioritization of essential functions.
 Essential services are defined as follows:
– Service and/or function that when not delivered, creates an impact on the
wellbeing and safety of individuals.

– A service and/or function that may lead to the failure of a business unit if
activities are not performed in a specified period.
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Step 3: Identify required skillsets and staff allocation

 Identify the number of staff (by classification) required to maintain the
essential services/functions. Include essential services/functions
created or increased by the “surge activity”.
 Mapping of human resource capacity of the agency/institute.
 Identify any special requirements necessary to perform the essential
services/functions.
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Step 4: Identify any relevant issues and implications
for implementation
 Recognizing vital issues and implications that may have consequences in any
essential service reduction, modification, and/or elimination is a necessary
procedure.
 Each should be discussed, and any relevant comments/solution should be
documented.
 It is recommended that part of this process include documentation and a planned
response for each essential service/function.
–
–
–
–
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Activation of plan
Planning
Policies and procedures
Surveillance and attendance
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–
–
–
–

Delivery of services
Human resources
Communications
Testing of plan

Step 5: Document for each essential service/function
 Identify essential services/functions
 Identify any relevant issues/implications that may arise when the level of
service/function is modified and/or reduced
 This part of the plan explains how each of the essential service/function
is maintained, reduced, modified and/or eliminated, who makes the
decision, what are the solutions are in place, any other necessary
actions to follow and any communication strategy.
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Step 6: Compare to the “Preparedness checklist”
 Review the emergency preparedness of your agency/institute to
safeguard that all issues have been addressed such as the decisionmaking process and authority for implementing service modification,
reduction and/or elimination.
 Additional review of documents may be necessary to ensure that all
critical elements have been addressed.
 Compare the checklist with preparedness/readiness checklist of
agency/institute;
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Step 7: Review, test and revise the plan
 Circulate the plan for information and training purposes within the
agency/institute once the BCP is ready.
 Conduct an annual review, test the plan and revise the BCP as necessary.
 Finally, conducting an emergency exercise to test the plan will help staff
understand the BCP, how and when it’s activated, who is responsible for
what, and how it fits with agency/institute strategy to deal with a COVID19
outbreak.

Plans alone are nothing; planning is everything; however, if we
don’t use and test it then planning alone is nothing too.
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Lack of preparedness: Maternal health services
Pregnant
mother goes
to health care
facility for
delivery

Increased in MMR
and IMR
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Health Care
workers
absent and
some
mobilized to
CTC

Complication
of Pregnancy
and delivery

Lack of preparedness: Logistic or energy department
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Planning issues essential services: Energy
Transportatio
n

Facility operations

Supplies

Electricity
Oil/Gas

Absenteeism,
supplies, etc.

Equipment
(Generators, etc)

IT and Telecom

Human Resources
•Operations

Alternate
Supplies

•Maintenance
•Support
•Admin
•Etc.

Oil/Gas
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Operational status
Human resources - Operation and maintenance of technical
equipment
No. of available
qualified technicians:
11-13 people
(Full Human Resources
Reserve)
No. of available qualified
technicians:
9-10 people
(Limited Human
Resources Reserve)
No. of available qualified
technicians:
8 people
(Minimum Required
Human Resources – No
Reserve)

No. of available
qualified technicians:
< 8 people
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Full operational
capacity,
24 hours energy
production

Reduced
operational
capacity,
24 hours energy
production no
longer possible

Operational status coding
Human resources: Qualified
Health Care
workers/technicians

13 – 10
10 - 9
8
(Minimum to run

24 hours service capacity

Full capacity with sufficient reserve
Operation possible with limited reserve
Critical – Unable to maintain operation if one more
staff is absent

24 - hour operation)
<8
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Continuity of operation impacted

Overall operational (BC) status
13 – 10

Human resources

10 - 9
8

Supplies/stocks
<8

IT
Etc.
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Essential business
continuity areas
Full capacity with sufficient reserve
Operation possible with limited
reserve
Critical – Unable to maintain operation
if one more staff is absent
Continuity of operation impacted

Stock reserve
for > 1 weeks

Full capacity with sufficient reserve

Stock reserve
for 7 days

Full capacity with reduced reserve, restocking should be undertaken

Stock reserve
for max. 3
days

Full capacity with limited reserve, restocking very urgent

No Stock

Full 24-h operations not possible,
reduction of operational capacity

“Network planning and management
Institutional body (Ministry / Specific team or sommittee)
to monitor operational status of all facilities
Facility A
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Facility B

Facility C

Business continuity plans
 Be specific
 Identify who is going to do what, when and how
 Identify what actions need to be undertaken in each phase of the emergency
 List emergency contacts
 Plan around 2 scenarios: rapid onset pandemic with wide impact and slow onset
pandemic with moderate localised impact

 Discuss plans with staff, suppliers and banks
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Test
 Test contingency plans
 Simulation exercises
 Scenario planning
 Tabletop exercises
 Learn lessons from the tests
 Identify areas that need improvement
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Thank You
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